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ABSTRACT

The massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has been applied in
new generation wireless systems due to growing demand for reliability and high data
rate. Hybrid beamforming architectures in both receiver and transmitter, including
analog and digital precoders, play a significant role in 5G communication networks
and have recently attracted a lot of attention. In this paper, we propose a simple and
effective beamforming precoder approach for mmWave massive MIMO systems. We
first solve an optimization problem by a simplification subject, and in the second step,
we use the covariance channel matrix fCk =Cov(Hk) and Bk =HkHH

k instead of chan-
nel matrix Hk. Simulation results verify that the proposed scheme can enjoy a higher
sum rate and energy efficiency than previous methods such as spatially sparse method,
analog method, and conventional hybrid method even with inaccurate Channel State
Information (CSI). Percentage difference of the achievable rate of Ck = Cov(Hk) and
Bk = HkHH

k schemes compared to conventional methods are 2.51% and 48.94%, re-
spectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An increase in the number of antenna arrays has been recognized as the most important factor in

wireless communication due to achieving higher spectral and energy efficiencies, higher data rates, and the
capability of interference mitigation [1]. For such a technology, known as massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) [2]-[4], many number of antennas can be leveraged in different structures. Among the most
popular approaches, spatial multiplexing, spatial diversity, and beamforming are promising candidates for the
next generation of wireless communications [5]. These technologies are certain to play a significant role in
increasing the network’s throughput. In recent years, beamforming algorithms have been widely used in vari-
ous MIMO communications applications, in particular in mmWave systems and 5G cellular networks [6]. This
technique significantly increases the array gain, provides additional radio link margin that reduces propagation
path loss, and mitigates the co-channel interference. Beamforming in mmWave systems offers enormous po-
tentials where highly directional adaptive antennas can be built in very small form factors to transmit signals
for maximal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Despite its astounding advantages, other issues such as cost, power
consumption, complexity in the corresponding optimization algorithms, channel estimation, and modeling pose
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significant challenges to the beamforming technique in massive MIMO systems [7], [8]. In an analog beam-
former, the antenna array is connected to a single radio frequency (RF) chain including amplifier and analog
to digital converter (ADC). Besides, its phase shifters are cheaper and have a lower power consumption com-
pared to RF chains. Digital beamformer, on the other hand, is the optimal scheme based on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix H, where a single phase array antenna is connected to a single
RF chain. The optimal precoder and combiner in transmitter/receiver sides are set according to the right and
left singular vectors, respectively. However, this scheme is not feasible in energy-constrained massive MIMO
networks. There are some specific challenges in deploying analog and digital beamforming techniques in mas-
sive MIMO systems such as theoretical analysis with practical constraints, power consumption of RF chains,
pilot contamination in the uplink, channel estimation, efficient channel feedback mechanism, and employing
low-complexity signal detection algorithms [9]. However, massive MIMO systems contain a large number of
antennas, hence, one should avoid using one RF chain at each antenna due to the cost, power composition, and
complexity involved. On one hand, an essential option in achieving the aforementioned benefits is to employ
massive MIMO technique. On the other hand, in the traditional MIMO architecture, each antenna requires
to be connected to one RF chain. Hence, the fully digital beamforming solution will lead to high complexity
and more energy consumption in massive MIMO scenarios, especially in mmWave frequency band [10], [11].
To solve this problem, various hybrid analog and digital beamforming structures have been proposed in the
literature [12]-[15]. A key factor involved with such a hybrid beamforming is the design of small-size digital
signal processor in baseband and large-size analog phase shifters in RF band to increase the antenna array gain.
Therefore, hybrid beamforming can enjoy a lower number of RF chains and higher energy efficiency rather
than full digital beamforming without obvious performance loss [16]. There are two hybrid beamforming ar-
chitectures namely fully-connected and sub-connected structures, where each RF chain is connected to either
all antennas or a set of selected antennas, respectively. The fully-connected hybrid beamforming architecture
is not practical, since it requires a huge number of phase shifters which increase the computational complex-
ity, cost, and the energy consumption [17]. In contrast, the sub-connected hybrid beamforming architecture
displays a significant reduction in the number of phase shifters.

Another challenge that should be addressed for the analysis and evaluation of hybrid beamforming
with sub-connected architecture is the availability of the channel state information (CSI) in transmitter and/or
receiver. In the MIMO system, the CSI is gathered in the form of a matrix which is known as channel matrix
H. From the information theoretic points of view, matrix H has been recognized as an integral part of MIMO
systems, because any channel estimation method (e.g., minimum mean square error (MMSE)), and precoding
and postcoding matrices are optimized based on this matrix. The full CSI, when used appropriately achieves
the highest performance of any MIMO system. However, a MIMO system is more preferable that keeps its per-
formance and be non-sensitive under the imperfect estimation of channel matrix H [19]. Note that in practical
situations, perfect CSI at the transmitter is not perfectly available because of feedback error, channel estima-
tion error, the number of channel parameters, and time varying channel, while the high capacity rises with the
number of paths in the channel [20]. To tackle this problem, one should employ the MIMO channel covari-
ance matrix estimation which evaluates how much the variables change together. In this regard, we propose
an effective optimization solution for sub-connected hybrid beamforming in mmWave massive MIMO systems
based on the covariance of channel matrix Ck =Cov(Hk) and Bk = HkHH

k instead of the channel matrix Hk.
The proposed beamforming scheme displays a higher data rate, simpler, and achieves the best possible

energy efficiency. Simulation results show that our proposed structure achieves an even higher data rate when
the number of received antennas is doubled. Moreover, we compute the energy efficiency of the various pre-
coding schemes. In addition, we apply the impact of imperfect CSI on the massive MIMO system performance
to show that our proposed method has a special advance which is non-sensitive to imperfect CSI.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: describes the system model including channel matrix,
the received signal vector, the achievable rates, and optimization problem in section 2 and section 3. specifies
the proposed schemes and describes well-known precoders such as spatially sparse and analog methods. The
simulation results, in terms of the energy efficiency of the proposed scenario compared with the aforementioned
precoders are provided in section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this work, we consider the hybrid beamforming with sub-connected architecture the sase station

(BS) is equipped with MT antennas connected to NT RF chains to serve K users, where NT < MT . In the
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hybrid beamforming scenario, the signal is then processed digitally by digital precoder in baseband and is then
processed by analog precoder in RF domain. Accordingly, in the receiver, the received signal is processed by
analog combiner and then modified by digital combiner. Finally, the received vector at user k is given by [10].

yk =W (k)H
BB W (k)H

RF HkFRF F(k)
BB sk +W (k)H

BB W (k)H
RF nk (1)

Where sk is the symbol vector of rk data streams with the total number of data streams r = ∑
K
k=1 rk,

W (k)
BB ∈ CNRk×rk and W (k)

RF ∈ CMRk×NRk denote the baseband decoder and the RF combiner, respectively. The
number of receive antennas and the number of antennas connected to one RF chain are denoted by MRk and
NRk , respectively. In addition, Hk ∈ CMRk×MT is the channel matrix between BS and user k. Similarly, FRF ∈
CMT×NT and F(k)

BB ∈ CNT×r represent the analog RF and digital baseband precoders, respectively. Finally, nk ∼
N (0,σ2IMRk

) is complex additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with the independent and identical
distribution (i.i.d) with zero mean and variance σ2.

In this paper, we adopt the same mmWave channel model as in [10, 11, 14, 15], where it is assumed
that the channel matrix is sum of the scatters in mmWave propagation environment for narrowband downlink
MIMO system, i.e.,

H = β ∑
L
l=1 αlΛl(ϕ

r
l )Λl(ϕ

t
l )ar(ϕ

r
l )a

H
t (ϕ

t
l ) (2)

Where β is a normalization factor, L is the number of multipath, αl is the gain of lth path, Λl(ϕ
t
l ) and

Λl(ϕ
r
l ) denote the transmit and receive antenna array gains [17], ar and at represent the array response vectors.

In addition, ϕ t and ϕr are angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA), respectively. Assuming that
the BS and each user are equipped with linear array (LA), the array response vector with N elements can be
expressed as [21]:

aLA(ϕ) =
1
N

[
1,e j 2π

λ
d sinϕ , ...,e j(N−1) 2π

λ
d sinϕ

]T
(3)

where λ is the wavelength and d is the antenna spacing. Additionally, mmWave channel H follows the sparse-
scattering model because of the limited number of scatters in the environment [1].

The performance of our proposed scheme is evaluated in terms of the achievable rate of user k and is
compared that with other precoding methods. Hence, Rk can be formulated as [11]:

Rk = log2

(
|IMRk

+
ρ

NT σ2 HkFRF F(k)
BB F(k)H

BB FH
RF HH

k |
)

(4)

where ρ denotes the transmitter power budget. In addition, we present the energy efficiency of the aforemen-
tioned schemes defined as [22]:

γ =
Rk

Ptotal
=

Rk

Pt +NT PRF +NPSPPS
(bps/Hz/W) (5)

where Ptotal is the total energy consumption, NPS is the number of required phase shifters, Pt , PRF , PPS are the
transmitted energy, energy consumed by RF chains and the energy consumed by phase shifters, respectively.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
In this section, we propose a simple and effective approach which achieves better performance than

traditional precoders. Therefore, we aim to maximize the objective function in massive MIMO systems, which
can be expressed as [23]:

max
FRF ,W

(k)
RF ,∀k

K

∑
k=1

∥∥∥W (k)H
RF HkFRF

∥∥∥2

F

s.t. FH
RF FRF = INT ,W

(k)H
RF W (k)

RF = INRk
,∀k

(6)

Using the Frobenius norm [25], the objective function in (6) can be rewritten as:

max
FRF

trace

FH
RF

K

∑
k=1

(HH
k W (k)

RF W (k)H
RF Hk)︸ ︷︷ ︸FRF

P


s.t. FH

RF FRF = INT

(7)
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for given W (k)
RF ,∀k, and

max
W (k)

RF ,∀k
trace

(
∑

K
k=1 W (k)H

RF (HkFRF FH
RF HH

k )︸ ︷︷ ︸W (k)
RF

Qk

)
s.t. W (k)H

RF W (k)
RF = INRk

,∀k

(8)

for given FRF .
The solutions of objective functions in (7) and (8) are the same. Liked by the generalized low rank

approximation of matrices (GLRAM) algorithm in [23], these equations are solved by an iterative procedure.
In this paper, we propose a simpler solution where we first simplify (7) and (8) and then apply the SVD method
[23] on the channel matrix to compute optimal FRF and W (k)

RF . In the proposed algorithm, the optimal precoder
and combiner are set according to the right and left singular vectors, respectively. The SVD of matrix Hk with
rank r can be expressed as [24]:

Hk =UkΣVH
k (9)

where Uk and Vk are MRk × r and MT × r dimensional unitary matrices (i.e.,UH
k Uk = Ir and V H

k Vk = Ir), respec-
tively, and Σ denotes r× r diagonal matrix with δ1, ...,δr eigenvalues. Thus, the optimal precoding matrix can
be expressed as [4]:

W (H)
RF,opt =Vk (10)

As a result, the matrix Hk can be rewritten as:

Hk =
r

∑
i=1

δiui,kvH
i,k (11)

where ui,k and vi,k are the column vectors of matrices Uk and Vk, respectively. In addition, the matrix Bk =HkHH
k

with dimension MRk ×MRk can be decomposed as:

HkHH
k = DkΛDH

k (12)

where Dk is MRk ×MRk dimensional modal matrices (DH
k Dk = IMRk

), and ΛdenotesMRk ×MRk diagonal matrix
with η1, ...,ηMRk

eigenvalues. As a result, it is easy to show that

ηi =

{
δ 2

i i = 1,2, ...,r
0 i = r+1, ...,MRk

(13)

Note that for quality of service (QoS) reasons, the number of RF chains (NT ) ought not to be too small during
the peak time when compared with the number of antennas (MT ). Therefore, for the objective functions (7) and
(8), we have W (k)

RF W (k)H
RF ' NT

MT
IMRk

and F(k)
RF F(k)H

RF ' NT
MT

IMT , respectively. Hence, without any loss of generality,
we choose these matrix substitution approaches for simplicity of problem. Therefore, problems (7) and (8) can
be rewritten as:

max
FRF

trace

FH
RF

K

∑
k=1

HH
k Hk︸ ︷︷ ︸FRF

P


s.t. FH

RF FRF = INT

(14)

and

max
W (k)

RF ,∀k
trace

(
∑

K
k=1 W (k)H

RF (HkHH
k )︸ ︷︷ ︸W (k)

RF

Qk

)

s.t. W (k)H
RF {W

(k)

RF = INRk
,∀k

(15)

In the second step, problems (14) and (15) can be solved via the SVD method to find FRF and W (k)
RF including

the NT largest eigenvectors of P and the NRk largest eigenvalues of Qk, respectively.
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Recalling the fact that the transmitter of user k sends pilot waveforms to estimate the channel responses
matrix Hk, in the proposed precoder scheme for the underlying mmWave massive MIMO system, we calculate
the covariance of this channel matrix, denoted by Ck, and use this matrix instead of Hk in all precoder methods.
Simulation results in Section 4. verify that our proposed structure can achieve higher rate and energy-efficiency
when compared with the case when only matrix Hk is used.

In practice, a channel matrix Hk is described as (2). Hence, the covariance of such a matrix is calcu-
lated using the following formula

Ck =Cov(Hk) = E
[
(Hk−E (Hk))(Hk−E (Hk))

T
]

(16)

Thus, the formula (4) can be written as

R̂k = log2

(
|IMRk

+
ρ

NT σ2 BkFRF F(k)
BB F(k)H

BB FH
RF Bk|

)
(17)

and,

R̃k = log2

(
|IMT +

ρ

NT σ2 CkFRF F(k)
BB F(k)H

BB FH
RFCk|

)
(18)

In this paper, we compare our proposed algorithm with the conventional structure based on analog precoder,
conventional hybrid precoder, and spatially sparse precoder [11].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide some simulation results in terms of the achievable rate and the energy
efficiency. The performance evaluation of the proposed precoding is also examined in detail and compared
that with various well-known recently works such as analog precoding, spatially sparse precoding, and hybrid
precoding. Furthermore, we assume that both transmit and receive antennas correspond to a typical uniform
linear array configuration with spacing d = λ/2 . According to the rayleigh fading channel model, the afore-
mentioned precoding schemes can be applied to the mmWave system with a few number of effective multipath
components. Hence, for the channel model in (2), we define L = 3 [9], and also carrier frequency 28 GHz [12],
AoDs and AoAs uniform distribution within the interval

[
−π

6 ,
π

6

]
and [−π,π] , respectively, because of using

omnidirectional antennas by users. In addition, we consider SNR equal to ρ/σ2,MRk = 8,16,MT = 64,NT = 16
(number of RF chains) and NRk = MT/NT .

In this paper, we set PRF = 250mW [18], PPS = 1mW [12], and Pt = 1W [26]. In the first step of our
simulation, we consider the perfect CSI conditions, where the derived achievable rate expressions in (4), (17),
and (18) versus SNR are simulated in Figure 1 for all precoding schemes including our proposed algorithm
and for MRk = 8 , MT = 64, NT = 16, and L = 3. It is seen that the proposed precoding and analog precoding
have the highest and the lowest achievable rate, respectively. After that, spatially sparse precoding and hybrid
precoding achieve higher rates. When we apply matrices Bk and Ck, all precoders with using these matrices
display more achievable rate compared to the case of using matrix Hk. Note that spatially sparse precoding is a
strong method and has higher achievable rate than hybrid and analog schemes, since its channel matrix includes
the limited paths which is suitable for sparse environments. However, as shown in Figure 1, the spatially sparse
precoder has less achievable rate than our proposed precoding. Using the fact that the accuracy of CSI is
affected by the number of elements of channel matrix and in spite of spatially sparse precoding, we increase
the elements of channel matrix mathematically, and without adding any antennas or RF chains. To show the
superiority of our proposed scheme in increasing the achievable rate, let us consider the precoders in Table 1.
For instance, for hybrid precoder case, the achievable rates are 25.21, 26.22, and 43.03 in “hybrid precoding”,
“hybridCk precoding”, and “hybridBk precoding” legends, respectively, where the percentage differences are
3.92% and 52.22% compared to “hybrid precoding”.
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Table 1. Comparison achievable rate of all precoders at SNR=10 dB
Precoding Schemes Achievable rate Percentage Difference
proposed method 27.44 0%
analog 16.98 0%
spatially sparse 26.69 0%
hybrid 25.21 0%
proposedBk method 45.22 48.94%
analogBk 34.7 68.57%
spatially sparseBk 44.48 49.99%
hybridBk 43.03 52.22%
proposedCk method 28.14 2.51%
analogCk 18.73 9.80%
spatially sparseCk 27.45 2.80%
hybridCk 26.22 3.92%

To summarize the above arguments, we can claim that our proposed precoding scheme based on the
Bk matrix and the covariance matrix Ck instead of channel matrix Hk achieves the highest achievable rate with
a slight increase in complexity. This issue will be decreased when the number of received antennas is larger
(e.g,. MRk = 16,MT = 64 ). Figure 2 illustrates this matter, where it is observed that the proposed precoding
still has a higher achievable rate than other precoder schemes. The above results are achieved under the perfect
CSI, while in the real communication systems, the conditions are not always perfect. We apply the impact of
imperfect CSI on the massive MIMO system performance which can be modeled as [27]:

Ĥk = αHk +
√

1−α2E (19)

where Ĥ is the actual channel matrix, E is the error matrix, α ∈ [0,1] is scalar and can be considered as the
CSI accuracy, which means that lower α is quite poor accuracy of CSI and closer to 1 means closer perfect
CSI. From Figure 3, it is observed that when α is 0.9, the performance of the proposed precoding scheme
measurably close to perfect CSI conditions (α = 1). Hence, we can conclude that the proposed precoding is
not sensitive to the CSI accuracy even when α is 0.5.
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mmWave MIMO system with using Hk, Bk,

and Ck matrices
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Figure 2. Achievable rate comparison versus SNR for
MRk = 16,MT = 64,NT = 16,L = 3 mmWave MIMO

system with using Hk and Bk matrices

The energy efficiency of the aforementioned schemes defined in (5), versus the number of RF chains
NT is evaluated in Figure 4. We can find from Figure 4 that analog precoding based on Hk has the lowest energy
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efficiency because of using analog elements. In addition, it is clear that our proposed precoding based on Bk
has the highest energy efficiency, especially when NT is lower than 30.
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an improvement to hybrid beamforming precoding scheme suitable for mmWave

massive MIMO system based on the matrices Ck =Cov(Hk) and Bk = HkHH
k instead of the channel matrix Hk.

As result, by applying a few more complexity, a higher achievable rate can be achieved, while this a bit more
complexity will be decreased when MT is larger, because this complexity is about the dimension of the matrix.
Our proposed precoding is also suitable when the system dimension is large. Simulation results showed that the
achievable rate of the proposed precoding, spatially sparse, analog method and hybrid precoders with using Ck
and Bk is higher than when these algorithms use only the channel matrix Hk. Furthermore, the energy efficiency
of the proposed precoding was higher than other precoders. In addition, we evaluated the impact of inaccuracy
of the CSI and it was shown that the proposed precoding is not sensitive to CSI accuracy. Thus, our proposed
precoding has a better performance in achieving a high throughput.
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